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Abstract 

 Five ortho and para bands of the ν2 umbrella mode of the NH3-Ar van der 
Waals complex have been recorded at high resolution using jet-cooled infrared laser 
spectroscopy. A rovibrational analysis provides accurate band centers and upper 
state rotational constants for the Πs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) and Σs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) 
ortho bands.  The puzzling para bands observed in the region of the lower and upper 
components of the inversion splitting doublet have been assigned by comparison 
with rovibrational and tunneling levels and transitions calculated ab initio. The latter 
calculations are based on the four-dimensional potential energy surface reported by 
Loreau et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 141, 224303 (2014)], which takes explicitly into account 
the umbrella motion of the ammonia molecule. The very good agreement found 
between Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1) ← Σa(j=1,k=1) and Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) ← Σs(j=1,k=1) 
experimental and calculated transitions has been exploited to determine precisely 
two different inversion splittings in the ν2 state (32.003(1) and 36.008(1) cm-1) from 
extrapolated Q(0) line frequencies and to obtain a qualitative picture of Coriolis 
couplings  present in both the v2=0 and v2=1 states. 
  
Introduction 

 The interaction of ammonia with rare gases has been the subject of a large 
number of studies motivated mainly by the interest in weak interactions1 and, in 
particular, in the effect of the van der Waals (vdW) interaction on the NH3 inversion 
tunneling. The inversion-tunneling splitting in NH3 is extremely sensitive to 
intermolecular interactions and thus represents a valuable probe of asymmetry in the 
intermolecular potential energy surface (PES) and the vibration-rotation-tunneling 
(VRT) states of NH3 complexes along the inversion coordinate. Upon complexation, 
NH3 generally acts as a hydrogen acceptor and binds (near) axially to its binding 
partner.2 This leads to a large asymmetry in the NH3 inversion potential which 
quenches the tunneling, but NH3-Ar has been considered as an exception to this 
case.  
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 The NH3-Ar vdW complex has been the subject of extensive microwave and 
far infrared spectroscopic studies. The first measurements were performed in the 
microwave region.3,4 They determined the expectation value of the intermolecular 
separation, the dipole moment and the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant. In 
addition to the assigned pure rotational transitions, many other transitions due to the 
non-rigidity of the complex were observed and attributed to inversion-tunneling 
transitions5,6,7,8,9, which showed that ammonia behaves almost as a free rotor in the 
complex. This large collection of results provided further evidence for the free-rotor 
picture from the precise knowledge of the bound states of the complex, that correlate 
to the jk = 00,10 and 11 levels of free NH3, including states with vibrational excitations 
in the vdW stretching coordinate. 
 Early ab initio studies combined with these in-depth far-infrared measurements 
led to a semi-empirical intermolecular PES obtained by fitting the experimental 
data.10 Structures with various possible orientations of ammonia relative to the vdW 
bond axis were found, depending on whether the internal angular momentum of the 
almost freely rotating NH3 unit, is roughly directed along (Π) or perpendicular (Σ) to 
this axis.7,8  
 Several more and more sophisticated PESs have been developed over the 
years to improve the understanding of spectroscopic data. More recently, good 
agreement was obtained between geometry optimizations performed by Bistoni et 
al.11 using the coupled cluster method, and molecular beam experiments probing the 
isotropic part of the PES. In 2014, a four-dimensional (4D) PES was computed by 
Loreau et al.12 that includes explicitly the ν2 umbrella motion of NH3 and ND3.  
Further insight into the internal-rotation dynamics of the complex could be obtained 
from a direct comparison between the bound states of both NH3-Ar and ND3-Ar 
calculated on this PES for total angular momentum values up to J = 10 with the 
inclusion of Coriolis interactions, and spectroscopic data accumulated over 30 years 
in the microwave and far-infrared regions for both complexes. 
 Mid-13,14 and near-infrared15 data on NH3-Ar remain scarce due to the lack of 
broadband laser sources in both regions. Using a microwave-sideband CO2 laser 
optothermal spectrometer, Fraser et al.13 observed a Π←Σ type infrared transition in 
the ν2 umbrella excited state and derived spectroscopic constants containing 
information about the ν2 dependence of the NH3-Ar interaction. From the microwave-
infrared double-resonance technique, Fraser et al.13 and Bizzari et al.14 also found in 
the same region three CO2 laser coincidences, respectively at 938.6893, 970.5498 
and 974.6248 cm-1. The observation of two high frequency rovibrational lines, located 
32 and 36 cm-1 above the transition of Fraser et al.13 was taken as further evidence 
that the NH3 inversion frequency is essentially unchanged upon complexation, since 
the tunneling splitting in v2=1 for free NH3 is  about 36 cm-1.  
 In the present paper, we describe high resolution infrared laser jet-cooled 
measurements in the ν2 umbrella mode region of NH3-Ar. The main objective is to 
provide new reliable infrared data to be compared with VRT levels of the ground and 
v2=1 excited state calculated on the 4D PES of Loreau et al.12, the most advanced 
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one computed so far, and thereby to further test the accuracy of this PES. In a first 
step, band assignments guided by the calculated VRT states, and rovibrational 
analyses of five v2=10 transitions observed in ortho-NH3-Ar and para-NH3-Ar  
enabled us to derive precise spectroscopic parameters. Four of these excited states 
were not previously observed. Band centers of both the lower and upper states of the 
inversion doublet are exploited to determine the tunneling splitting of the ν2 umbrella 
state. In a second step, these new infrared data are compared to the VRT levels and 
transitions calculated on the ab initio 4D PES in order to evaluate the accuracy of the 
ab initio results in predicting band origins, rovibrational states, inversion tunneling 
splittings and a manifold of Coriolis couplings in both ground and ν2 states. 
  
1 Theory 

1.1  Potential energy surface 

 In order to assign the experimental bands, we have performed bound state 
calculations for the ground vibrational state of NH3-Ar and for the first excited v2 = 1 
state of the umbrella vibration. These calculations are based on the potential energy 
surface (PES) presented in Refs. [12, 16]. The PES depends on four coordinates: the 
distance 𝑅𝑅 between the argon atom and the center of mass of the ammonia 
molecule, two angles Θ and 𝜑𝜑 that define the orientation of NH3 in the complex, and 
the coordinate 𝜌𝜌 that describes the umbrella vibrational motion. In the ground state of 
free NH3, the equilibrium value is  𝜌𝜌 = 112.15°, while 𝜌𝜌 = 90° corresponds to planar 
NH3. The PES was constructed by computing the interaction energy at 6820 
geometries by means of the coupled-cluster method with single, double, and 
perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)] with the AVQZ-DK basis set supplemented 
by midbond functions using the MOLPRO package. At the global minimum of the 
PES, the depth of the potential is 147.6 cm-1. The accuracy of the PES has been 
assessed in several ways. In its application to NH3-Ar scattering experiments, good 
agreement was found between calculated and measured differential and integral 
cross sections.17,18 Applying it in bound state calculations on the NH3-Ar complex in 
the ground vibrational state of NH3, the computed rovibrational energy levels and 
rotational constants were found to be in excellent agreement with the available 
experimental spectra.12 

1.2 Bound states 

Our bound state calculations of NH3-Ar are based on the following Hamiltonian  

𝐻𝐻 = 𝐻𝐻int −
ℏ2

2µ𝑅𝑅
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅2

𝑅𝑅 +
1

2µ𝑅𝑅2
(𝐽𝐽2 + 𝑗𝑗2 − 2𝒋𝒋. 𝑱𝑱) + 𝑉𝑉(𝑅𝑅,𝜃𝜃,𝜑𝜑, 𝜌𝜌) 

,                           (1) 

where 𝜇𝜇 is the reduced mass of the system, 𝒋𝒋 is the angular momentum operator 
describing the rotation of NH3 in the complex, and 𝑱𝑱 is the total angular momentum 
operator. This is a special form of the Hamiltonian for molecule-molecule complexes 
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in body-fixed coordinates derived in Refs.[19,20]. The Hamiltonian 𝐻𝐻int of the NH3 
monomer is given by  

𝐻𝐻int =  �
𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖2

2𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝜌𝜌)
+ 𝑇𝑇(𝜌𝜌) + 𝑉𝑉umb(𝜌𝜌)

𝑖𝑖

 

                                                      (2) 

Where 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧 and the 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are the corresponding principal moments of inertia. The 
operator )(ρT  is the kinetic operator for the curvilinear umbrella motion21, while 
Vumb(𝜌𝜌) is an analytical function describing the double well potential of NH3 in the 𝜌𝜌 
coordinate22 

𝑉𝑉umb(𝜌𝜌) =
𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌
2
�𝜌𝜌 −

𝜋𝜋
2
�
2

+ 𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �−𝑏𝑏𝜌𝜌 �𝜌𝜌 −
𝜋𝜋
2
�
2
� 

                                  (3) 

        The parameters in this function are  𝑘𝑘𝜌𝜌 = 92026 cm−1rad−2, 𝑎𝑎𝜌𝜌 = 23383 cm−1 , 
and 𝑏𝑏𝜌𝜌 = 3.205 rad−2. With these parameters, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) with the 
potential of Eq. (3) accurately reproduces the experimental tunneling frequencies in 
the ground (v2 = 0) and first excited (v2 = 1) umbrella vibrational states (0.79 cm-1 
and 35.2 cm-1, respectively), as well as the v2 = 0 → 1 excitation frequency of 949.9 
cm-1. 

         The Hamiltonian is diagonal in the quantum numbers 𝐽𝐽 (total angular 
momentum) and 𝑀𝑀 (its projection on the space-fixed z axis). The states are also 
labeled by the quantum number 𝐾𝐾, the projection of 𝐽𝐽 on the van der Waals bond 
axis 𝑹𝑹, although this is not an exact quantum number due to the Coriolis couplings 
that mix states with ∆𝐾𝐾 = ±1. States with 𝐾𝐾  = 0 are called Σ states, states with 𝐾𝐾  = 
1 are called  Π states.  

         The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) were obtained by a variational 
approach23,24,25,26,27 with the basis of functions  

|𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝐾𝐾, 𝐽𝐽,𝑀𝑀,𝑛𝑛, 𝑣𝑣〉 = �
(2𝑗𝑗 + 1)(2𝐽𝐽 + 1)

32𝜋𝜋3
�

1
2
𝐷𝐷𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

(𝑗𝑗)(0, 𝜃𝜃,𝜑𝜑)∗𝐷𝐷𝑀𝑀𝐾𝐾
(𝐽𝐽) (𝛼𝛼,𝛽𝛽, 𝛾𝛾)∗

𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛(𝑅𝑅)
𝑅𝑅

𝛷𝛷𝑣𝑣±(𝜌𝜌) 

     (4) 

where 𝑗𝑗 and 𝑘𝑘 are the rotational quantum numbers of NH3, and 𝐷𝐷 denotes the Wigner 
functions. The angles (𝛼𝛼,𝛽𝛽, 𝛾𝛾) are the overall rotation angles of the complex: 𝛽𝛽 and 𝛼𝛼 
are the polar angles of the vector 𝑹𝑹 with respect to the space-fixed frame and γ 
describes the rotation of the complex about  𝑹𝑹. The subscript v  in 𝛷𝛷𝑣𝑣±(𝜌𝜌) denotes the 
umbrella vibrational quantum number and the superscript ± labels the symmetric and 
antisymmetric umbrella tunneling components of each 𝑣𝑣, while 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛(𝑅𝑅)/𝑅𝑅 is a set of 
radial basis functions. Experimentalists often use the labels s and a to denote the 
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symmetric and antisymmetric inversion tunneling states of the complex, and we 
follow this convention elsewhere in this paper.  

In a first step, the four functions 𝛷𝛷𝑣𝑣±(𝜌𝜌) corresponding to v2 = 0 and v2 = 1, 
were obtained by solving the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation with the 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) in a sinc function discrete variable representation.28,29 The first 
two functions 𝑣𝑣 = 0±  were employed in the basis (4) for the bound state calculations 
for  v2 = 0, while the next two functions v= 1±   were selected to construct the basis 
for v2 = 1. The calculation of the bound states for v2 = 0 thus differs slightly from that 
of Ref. [12] in which all four 𝛷𝛷𝑣𝑣±(𝜌𝜌) functions were included in the basis set; the 
resulting difference in the rovibrational energies is negligible. 

In a second step, the functions 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛(𝑅𝑅) were obtained using an effective radial 
potential of the form25 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝛼𝛼[𝑉𝑉0(𝑅𝑅) − 𝜁𝜁𝑅𝑅], where 𝑉𝑉0(𝑅𝑅) is a radial cut through the 
minimum of the 4D PES. The parameters 𝛼𝛼 and 𝜁𝜁 were optimized by minimizing the 
energy of the lowest rovibrational state of the NH3-Ar complex with five 
eigenfunctions 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛(𝑅𝑅). The optimized values are 𝛼𝛼 = 1 and 𝜁𝜁 = 1 × 10−3𝐸𝐸ℎ/𝑎𝑎0. 

Finally, the rovibrational bound states of NH3-Ar were calculated with a basis 
with 𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 10 and 20 functions 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛(𝑅𝑅) calculated on an equidistant grid of 110 points 
from 4.5 to 20 𝑎𝑎0. For each irreducible representation (irrep) of the full molecular 
symmetry group 𝐷𝐷3ℎ(𝑀𝑀), we calculated the lowest 20 eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
for each 𝐽𝐽 ranging from 0 to 10 by means of the iterative algorithm of Davidson.30 The 
irreps are 𝐴𝐴1′ ,𝐴𝐴1′′,𝐴𝐴2′ ,𝐴𝐴2′′,𝐸𝐸′,𝐸𝐸′′. Eigenstates carrying irreps 𝐴𝐴2′ ,𝐴𝐴2′′ belong to ortho-NH3-
Ar, with nuclear spin statistical weight 12, states carrying irreps 𝐸𝐸′,𝐸𝐸′′ belong to para- 
NH3-Ar, with nuclear spin weight 6, while states carrying irreps 𝐴𝐴1′ ,𝐴𝐴1′′ are Pauli-
forbidden. In the calculations of the one-dimensional irreps 𝐴𝐴1′ ,𝐴𝐴1′′,𝐴𝐴2′ ,𝐴𝐴2′′ the basis in 
Eq. (4) could be restricted to functions with the NH3 quantum number k = 0 (modulo 
3). For the 𝐸𝐸′,𝐸𝐸′′ irreps only basis functions with k = 1(modulo 3) are needed; the 
basis functions with k = -1(modulo 3) correspond to the other component of these 
two-dimensional irreps and yield the same energy levels. The 𝐴𝐴1′ ,𝐴𝐴2′ ,𝐸𝐸′ states have + 
parity under inversion, the 𝐴𝐴1′′,𝐴𝐴2′′,𝐸𝐸′′ states have – parity. 

1.3  Intensities 

In order to obtain a complete ab initio prediction of the spectra, we use the 
wave functions from the bound state calculations to compute line strengths of all 
allowed ∆𝐽𝐽 = 0, ±1 transitions between the VRT states of the NH3-Ar complex for 
total 𝐽𝐽 = 0 − 10 that accompany the v2 = 0 → 1 transition of the NH3 monomer. The 
formulas used to compute the line strengths are taken from Ref. [31], where they 
have been explicitly derived. Ab initio absorption spectra are then computed from the 
line strengths by assuming a Boltzmann distribution (at some rotational temperature) 
of the lower states, and summing over all allowed transitions to the upper states. 
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The v2 = 0 → 1 transition is a parallel vibration-tunneling transition of NH3, 
which obeys the selection rules 𝐴𝐴2′ ↔ 𝐴𝐴2′′  and 𝐸𝐸′ ↔ 𝐸𝐸′′. That is, it is allowed between 
the symmetric (lower) umbrella-inversion tunneling state of the vibrational ground 
state and the antisymmetric (upper) inversion state of the v2 = 1 state, and vice 
versa. Since the tunneling splitting is 0.79 cm-1 in the v2 = 0 state and as large as 
35.2 cm-1 in the v2 = 1 state this gives rise to two series of lines centered around 968 
and 932 cm-1, respectively. However, the ortho-NH3-Ar complex is bound by 94 cm-1 
and the para-NH 3 -Ar complex by 98 cm-1 and the inversion-tunneling splittings are in 
some cases altered with respect to free NH3.12 Moreover, the states of even parity of 
the complex, 𝐴𝐴2′  and 𝐸𝐸′, contain both the even and odd parity states of the NH3 
monomer, and so do the states of odd parity, 𝐴𝐴2′′ and 𝐸𝐸′′. Hence, the rovibrational 
transitions of the complex that accompany the vibration-tunneling transitions on the 
NH3 monomer cover a large range of frequencies. Since we are only interested in the 
relative line strengths, the two (nearly equal) transition dipole moments of the parallel 
vibration-tunneling transitions in NH3 were set equal to 1. Absolute line strengths can 
be obtained by multiplication with the square of the actual transition dipole moment. 

2- Experimental  
 
 The rovibrational spectra in the region of the ν2 umbrella mode of NH3-Ar were 
recorded using a jet-cooled laser spectrometer recently developed at the MONARIS 
laboratory. This set-up couples an external-cavity quantum cascade laser (EC-QCL) 
with a pulsed supersonic jet to realize direct absorption in the jet and has already 
been described in detail in recent papers.32,33  Only the main characteristics will be 
presented hereafter.  
 As clearly demonstrated in many previous jet-cooled studies, the combined 
use of very diluted molecular samples seeded in high backing pressures of carrier 
gas enabled to obtain an efficient rovibrational cooling and to stabilize weakly bound 
complexes. NH3-Ar complexes are produced in a planar supersonic expansion using 
ternary He/Ar/NH3 mixtures with typically 2% NH3 and Ar/He =2/1 and optimal 
backing pressures of 3 bar. The light source is a continuous-wave room-temperature 
mode hop-free EC-QCL with a spectral width of 10 MHz, which covers the 930–990 
cm-1 range (Daylight Solutions). About 8% of the total light is sent through two 
additional laser channels for relative and absolute frequency calibrations. Relative 
frequencies are monitored by measuring the intensity transmitted through a solid 
germanium etalon with a free spectral range of 490 MHz, to provide a relative 
frequency scale. Absolute laser frequencies are obtained by measuring the 
transmission through a 15 cm-length reference cell containing a known reference gas 
at a pressure of about 5 mbar (ethene in the present work). The main part of the light 
is sent through a multipass optical cavity mounted in the jet chamber, which is 
evacuated by a 2000 l s-1 oil diffusion pump backed by a combination of a 350 m3 h-1 
Roots blower and a 40 m3 h-1 rotary pump.  The optical configuration used for the 
present study is an astigmatic cavity composed of two 1.5” astigmatic mirrors (R = 
99.2%, AMAC-36, Aerodyne Research) aligned according to a 182-pass 
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configuration. Three liquid-nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detectors (Judson J15D12) are 
used to measure the powers transmitted through the multipass cavity, the etalon and 
the reference gas cell. The molecular jet is produced by a pulsed nozzle (General 
Valve Series 9) by fitting a 0.9 mm diameter pin hole nozzle with two modified 
industrial blades, forming a 30 mm length x 50 µm width slit opening, and serving as 
the molecular expansion source. Rovibrationally cooled complexes were probed by 
the infrared laser light at short distances, not larger than 3 mm from the nozzle exit to 
keep a sufficient density of van der Waals complexes to be probed in the slit jet 
expansion. Our rapid scan scheme described in detail elsewhere is close to the 
original designs used for high resolution molecular spectroscopy.34 Fine tuning of the 
laser frequency over about 0.8 cm-1 at a repetition rate of 100 Hz is obtained by a 
sine wave generated by a Labview code and delivered to a piezoelectric transducer 
attached to the diffraction grating that ends the external cavity. The intensities 
transmitted through the supersonic jet, the etalon and the reference gas cell are 
digitized and recorded simultaneously as a function of time. A baseline-free 
transmittance through the multipass cavity is then obtained by taking the ratio of the 
corresponding signals recorded with and without the jet. The procedure for absolute 
frequency calibration is achieved in real time by measuring the deviation between 
experimental and HITRAN1235 database C2H4 frequencies after each laser sweep to 
correct the free spectral range value of the etalon fixed at the beginning of each 
experiment. The accuracy of the frequency calibration is around 0.0005 cm-1. While 
the line width of the QCL source is typically 20 MHz, the resolution (full-width-at-half-
maximum, FWHM) of isolated rovibrational lines achieved with the jet-cooled QCL 
spectrum is about 75(10) MHz, limited by both residual Doppler broadening at the 
temperature of the expansion and a small contribution (dependent on mass of carrier 
gas) from non orthogonal laser and planar jet crossings in the multi pass optical 
cavity. 
 
3- Results 
 
3-1 Energy level scheme of the ν2 transition of NH3-Ar 
 
 Our high resolution infrared jet-cooled measurements in the ν2 umbrella region 
of NH3-Ar are guided by many theoretical and experimental studies realized over 
thirty years. The pioneering microwave study of Fraser et al.3 evidenced a series of 
ground state transitions interpreted with a model of the NH3 molecule almost freely 
rotating due to a nearly isotropic interaction potential. In the ν2 region the observation 
of several laser coincidences with rovibrational lines of NH3-Ar was interpreted as a 
proof that the NH3 inversion frequency is practically unchanged upon 
complexation.13,14 Here, we further investigate this assumption and provide a precise 
determination of the inversion splitting in the ν2 state. 
 Figure 1 displays the internal rotor energy levels of NH3-Ar for the v2=10 
transition with their two distinct nuclear-spin modifications noted ortho and para.  
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Only the ground vibrational state energy levels thermally populated in a pulsed 
supersonic expansion are shown in the scheme, i.e., the lowest ortho state labeled 
by Σa(j,k=0) and three para states labeled by Σs(j,k=1), Σa(j,k=1) and Πs(j,k=1), 
located 12.45, 13.2069 and 13.9603 cm-1 above Σa(j,k=0), respectively. The notations 
Σ (K=0) and Π (K=1) indicate the projection K of the total rotational angular 
momentum J on the vdW bond axis, the subscripts s and a designate a symmetric or 
antisymmetric NH3 inversion wave function, and the state labels j and k are only 
approximate quantum numbers in the complex that indicate the correlation between 
the internal rotor state of the complex and the j, k rotational state of the free NH3 
monomer. 
  Accurate energy values for the ground states of ortho and para NH3-Ar were 
obtained from microwave and submillimeter-wave measurements.5,6,7,8,9 Five 
v2=10 transitions of NH3-Ar were observed with our jet-cooled infrared laser 
spectrometer: the two ortho transitions are easily assignable due to the presence of a 
single initial state and the absence of Coriolis couplings in both ground and excited 
states. They correspond to Πs(j=1,k=0) Σa(j,k=0) and Σs(j=1,k=0) Σa(j,k=0) 
transitions  with the final states shown in Figure 1. Table 1 lists the observed 
transitions for the two bands of ortho-NH3-Ar. Three additional transitions were also 
observed in the 938, 970 and 974 cm-1 regions, More challenging assignments to the 
Πs/a,lower(j,k=1)Σa(j,k=1) and both Πs/a,upper(j,k=1)Σs(j,k=1) transitions in para-NH3-
Ar will be justified in detail hereafter. Table 2 lists the observed transitions for the 
three bands of para-NH3-Ar. The energies of ortho transitions observed correspond 
to band centers derived from the rovibrational analysis while those of the para 
transitions correspond to Q(0) line frequencies extrapolated from the Q branch (very 
close to the band centers). The relative energies of the para and ortho NH3-Ar stacks 
shown in Figure 1 are extracted from the ground state VRT levels presented by 
Loreau et al.12 

 
3-2 Jet-cooled laser spectra results 
 In the following, we present the five rovibrational bands observed in the region 
of the v2=10 NH3 monomer band. The two most intense bands characterized by the 
absence of rotational perturbation are ascribed to NH3-Ar ortho complexes. The three 
weaker ones are strongly perturbed and unambiguous transition assignments require 
the use of our ab initio calculated VRT levels and v2 = 0 → 1 transition frequencies 
and intensities.    
 
3-2-1 Ortho NH3-Ar complexes 
 Figure 2a displays the jet-cooled spectrum of the Πs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) transition.  
This spectrum resembles that of a Π ← Σ type vibrational band of a linear molecule, 
confirmed by the presence of an R(0) transition and a strong Q branch and the absence of a 
P(1) transition.  As seen in Fig. 2a, the Q branch degrades to the low frequency side but we 
were unable to resolve the individual Q branch lines. This band was already observed by 
Fraser et al.13, but only partially due to the lack of side-band coverage of the lamb-dip 
stabilized CO2 laser in this region. Thanks to its much higher resolution attainable (∼1 MHz) 
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Fraser et al. could determine the l-type doubling constant q which is involved in the 
expression of the energy of P, Q and R transitions for the ground and excited states: 

 

𝐸𝐸(±, 𝐽𝐽, 𝑙𝑙) =  ν0 + 𝐵𝐵[𝐽𝐽(𝐽𝐽 + 1) − 𝑙𝑙2] ± (𝑞𝑞 2)(𝐽𝐽(𝐽𝐽 + 1) ± 𝑞𝑞𝐽𝐽(𝐽𝐽(𝐽𝐽 + 1)2⁄               (5) 

 

where for the ground state, ν0, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑞𝑞 and 𝑞𝑞𝐽𝐽 = 0.  𝑞𝑞 is the 𝑙𝑙-type doubling constant, the + sign is 
taken for the upper state in the Q-branch transition and the - sign is taken for the upper state in 
the P- and R-branch transitions of the l-doubled pair in the excited state.  

The positive value of q (90.928 MHz) derived from the least squares fit of Fraser et al13 
provided information about the location of neighboring Σ-type states that are Coriolis coupled 
to the observed Π state and confirmed that the dominant Σ perturbing state is above the Π 
state, by about 12 cm-1 using a pure precession model.13 Figure 2b displays our global fit of 
the Πs(j=1,k=0) state parameters using the PGOPHER software36with 25 rotational lines,18 
R(J) and P(J) lines from the present study and 7 Q(J) lines determined at sub MHz precision 
by Fraser et al.13 

 Figure 3a displays the jet-cooled spectrum of the Σs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) 
transition never observed previously. The absence of a Q branch confirms the 
assignment of a  Σ ← Σ type vibrational band. The spectrum is slightly blurred by 
intense NH3 monomer lines but the simulation (Fig. 3b) well matches the observed 
one with a rms error of about 5 MHz for 23 rovibrational lines and a rotational 
temperature of about 3 K. Table 3 lists the molecular parameters derived from the 
simulation of both rovibrational band contours, as well as the values extracted from a 
fit to the VRT levels that we calculated for total angular momentum J values up to 10. 
 
 
3-2-2 Para NH3-Ar complexes 
 Figure 4a displays the jet-cooled spectrum observed in the 936.8-939.4 cm-1 
region where we expected to observe the lower component of the inversion doublet. 
The spectrum is quite puzzling due to the presence of several overlapping series of 
rotational lines with strongly unequal spacings, characteristic of Coriolis couplings. 
Another difficulty is related to the weakness of the observed para transitions. There 
are three reasons why these transitions are weaker than the ortho transitions: i) the 
relative population of ortho and para states is determined by the nuclear spin 
weights, which are 12 and 6, respectively, ii) the population of the para states is 
shared by three low-lying states and iii) the line strengths of the para lines are 
generally smaller in NH3-Ar. 
 Taking advantage of microwave transitions assigned for the NH3-Ar states 
correlating with Ar+NH3 (j=1,|k|=1) by Zwart et al.8, we are able to provide 
combination differences in the ground state allowing us to check the initial state of 
the observed transitions. We found a remarkable agreement between the energy 
difference measured by submillimeter spectroscopy between the J=2 and J=4 levels 
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of the Σa(j=1,k=1) state and that between two rotational lines observed at 938.4191 
and 937.2592 cm-1, both equal to 1.1598 cm-1. This allowed us to assign these lines 
to R(2) and P(4), respectively. Moreover, our attributions are confirmed by the 
microwave-infrared double resonance measurements of Fraser13 who tentatively 
assigned two CO2 laser coincidences at 937.1656 and 938.6893 cm-1 to P(5) and 
R(3) lines of the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)← Σa(j=1,k=1) transition, very close to the lines 
observed in the present study at 937.1658 and 938.6896 cm-1. Finally our calculated 
VRT levels, transition frequencies, and line strengths are used to provide a definite 
proof of this assignment: on the basis of energy and relative line strengths only one 
v2=1←0 transition of NH3-Ar is compatible with our observations in the investigated 
region, namely the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)← Σa(j=1,k=1) transition. According to the 
selection rules of l-doubling in a Π←Σ transition, P and R branch lines terminate on 
rotational levels of the same parity (a↔a) as opposed to the Q branch lines that 
terminate on rotational levels of the opposite parity (a↔s).37 Figure 4b displays the 
theoretical spectrum of the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)← Σa(j=1,k=1) transition weighted by a 
rotational population at 3 K. Q branch lines were slightly shifted in frequency, as well 
as P and R branch lines to obtain a correct absolute frequency agreement with the 
jet-cooled spectrum.   
 In the same manner, Figure 5a displays the jet-cooled spectrum observed in 
the 973.2-976.6 cm-1 region where we expected to observe the upper component of 
the inversion doublet. Spectral assignments are not straightforward either except for 
the Q branch pattern clearly observed around 974.5 cm-1. Following the same 
approach as for the lower component region, an excellent match is found between 
the energy difference of 1.1988 cm-1 separating the J=2 and J=4 levels of the 
Σs(j=1,k=1) state and that between two rotational lines observed at 975.0561 and 
973.8573 cm-1, which enabled us to assign these lines to R(2) and P(4), respectively. 
Again our ab initio calculated results nicely confirm this preliminary assignment as 
proved by the very good agreement between the jet-cooled and the theoretical 
spectrum of the Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) transition (Fig. 5b) shifted in 
frequency by the same value for all branches. 
 Lastly, Figure 6 displays the jet-cooled spectrum observed in the 969.3-972.5  
cm-1 region. Our calculation of the VRT levels of the ν2 state predicts a second 
Πs/a,upper (j=1,k=1) state of the same symmetry and with the same approximate 
quantum numbers as the first Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)  state, but lower in energy by -3.536 
cm-1 (see Figure 1). A second Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) transition is indeed 
observed in this region, but it is less intense, in agreement with the smaller line 
strengths calculated. Only the Q and R branches are clearly observed and assigned 
[as for example the Q(2) line corresponding to the CO2 laser coincidence observed 
by Bizzari et al.14 at 970.5498 cm-1], while the P branch displays a confused pattern 
of weak lines that makes a reliable assignment difficult. Actually, the calculated VRT 
levels predict two transitions likely to be observed in this region, terminating in the 
nearby states Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) and Δs/a(j=2,k=2) with an intensity ratio of 4/1. The 
calculated Q branch pattern of the Δs/a(j=2,k=2)←Σs(j=1,k=1) transition nicely 
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reproduces the asymmetry on the high frequency side observed in the jet-cooled 
spectrum, while the Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)←Σs(j=1,k=1) transition does not. It fails to 
reproduce the rovibrational spacings, however, so we essentially assign the band in 
this region to the Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) transition. As discussed in Section 
4, the nearby states Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) and Δs/a(j=2,k=2) are very strongly mixed by 
Coriolis coupling.  
 From the assignment of the observed para-NH3-Ar transitions, we could 
determine two different inversion splittings in the ν2 state. Due to probable Coriolis 
couplings within these transitions it is not possible to correctly reproduce the 
observed spectra to extract precise band centers. According to the diagram energy 
level in Figure 1, the splittings between the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)←Σa(j=1,k=1) transition 
and each of the two Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) transitions in para-NH3-Ar 
observed and analyzed in the present study correspond to the sum of the Σa-Σs 
splitting of 22.691 GHz determined precisely in the ground state and two different 
inversion splittings in the ν2 state. Using extrapolated Q(0) frequency values of 
937.6621 cm-1 for the lower band, and 970.4215 and 974.4268 cm-1 for the two 
higher bands, we derived inversion splittings of 32.003(1) and 36.008(1) cm-1. These 
values are of roughly the same size as the corresponding inversion splitting in free 
NH3.  

These findings imply that the inversion splitting pattern in the v2=1 excited 
state is qualitatively different from that in the ground state. Loreau et al.12 found for 
the ground state that the inversion splitting of the Σ levels is nearly unchanged with 
respect to free NH3, while in the Π states inversion tunneling is nearly quenched and 
the level splitting is very small. All v2=1 excited states involved in the transitions 
observed here are Π states, but we still find inversion splittings nearly as large as in 
free NH3. A detailed picture of the inversion tunneling in both the v2=0 and v2=1 
states can be obtained by careful inspection of our ab initio calculated VRT levels 
and wave functions. Also the Coriolis couplings that are important in the observed 
para NH3-Ar spectra can be understood from the analysis of the wave functions, 
because we explicitly take this type of perturbation into account in our calculations.  
These points will be examined below. 
 
4- Discussion 
 
 New reliable infrared data are derived from the band contour analysis of 
rovibrational jet-cooled spectra of two ortho and three para v2=10 transitions. For 
the Πs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) band, the molecular parameters for the Πs(j=1,k=0) state 
determined by Fraser13 using Lamb dip spectroscopy are more accurate than ours by 
about a factor 20. We note, however, a difference of about 0.004 cm-1 between the 
respective band origins. Our accuracy in the absolute frequency from calibration 
based on the correction of the free spectral range of the etalon after measuring the 
deviation between about fifty experimental and HITRAN35 C2H4 frequencies over the 
949-951.5 cm-1 range, is about 10 times less than the difference reported between 
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both measurements. Therefore, we are confident that the band origin value 
determined in the present study is correct.  
 More generally, we could determine with a very good precision the band 
origins of five ν2 states. The energy difference between the ortho states Σs(j=1,k=0) 
and Πs(j=1,k=0), equal to 10.34974 cm-1, is now corrected with respect to the 
estimated value (12.1 cm-1) of  Fraser13 and can be used to refine predictive models. 
Even though we could not determine the band origin of the para bands with the same 
precision as for the ortho ones, the extrapolated Q(0) line frequencies reported in 
Figure 1 are sufficiently reliable to determine whether our new infrared data related to 
the ν2 mode of  NH3-Ar agree with our ab initio calculated frequencies. From the 
energies and wave functions of the VRT states of the complex we computed 
transition frequencies and line strengths, from which we generated theoretical 
spectra at the experimental rotational temperature for the five bands observed. For 
the ortho bands, the experimental band origins are reproduced to within 0.04 and 
0.74 cm-1 for the Πs(j=1,k=0) and Σs(j=1,k=0) states, respectively, and the rotational 
constants B differ by at most 0.4% from the experimental values. For the para bands, 
the maximum deviation is 0.38 cm-1 for the band origins. Table 4 displays a 
comparison between band centers (or Q(0) line positions) of the five ν2=10  
transitions of NH3-Ar observed and calculated ab initio. Our experimentally 
determined tunneling splittings of the ν2 state of 32.003 and 36.008 cm-1 agree well 
with the values of 32.09 and 35.51 cm-1  predicted by the extrapolated Q(0) lines from 
the ab initio calculated VRT levels. 
 The inversion tunneling pattern in the v2=1 excited states, which is qualitatively 
different from that in the ground state,12 can be understood by analysis of the ab initio 
calculated wave functions. In the lower component of the inversion doublet in para 
NH3-Ar excited in the band at 937.6621 cm-1 the umbrella wave function of the NH3 
monomer in the complex is a pure symmetric inversion state. This implies that 
inversion is nearly unhindered, as in free NH3, even though this state is a Π state. 
The upper component of the inversion doublet is actually split into two Π levels. In the 
lower one of these levels, accessed by the band at 970.4220 cm-1, the NH3 umbrella 
wave function contains 65% of the symmetric inversion state and 35% of the 
antisymmetric one. In the higher one, accessed by the band at 974.4268 cm-1, the 
umbrella wave function has 43% of symmetric and 57% of antisymmetric inversion 
character. This implies that the NH3 inversion tunneling is hindered by the interaction 
with Ar and that the umbrella wave functions are more or less localized in one or the 
other of the wells of the double-well inversion potential. In such a complicated case, 
the question is how to define the inversion splittings. Adopting the conventional picture 
from the literature, we chose to identify the two inversion splittings of 32.003 and 36.008 cm-1 
with the frequency differences between the origins of the bands at 970.4215 and 974.4268 cm-

1 and the band at 937.6621 cm-1. However, since the character of the upper states accessed by 
the bands at 970.4220 and 974.4268 cm-1 indicates that inversion tunneling is nearly quenched 
in these states, it would perhaps be better to consider the frequency difference of 4.005 cm-1 

between the origins of these upper states as the inversion splitting. 
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The very good reproduction of rovibrational band patterns of three para bands 
terminating on the lower and upper components of the inversion doublet (Figures 4, 5 
and 6) nicely proves that the Coriolis couplings included in our calculations of the 
VRT levels give a realistic picture of the internal dynamics in the ν2 mode. More 
information can be now be extracted about the relative contribution of these 
couplings for the five ν2  para states involved in this study, namely  Σa(j=1,k=1), 
Σs(j=1,k=1), Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1) and Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1), where the latter state has two 
components separated by about 4 cm-1. 
 We illustrate the importance of Coriolis coupling in the excited para states 
Πs/a,upper and Πs/a,lower with nearby states by comparing the relative weights of the final 
states. For the Πs/a,lower (j=1,k=1) state, the relative weight of the Π state  is higher 
than 99.3% for all J. This state is weakly coupled with the Σa,s(j=1,k=1) state, 4.95 
cm-1 lower in energy. For the highest Πs/a,upper (j=1,k=1) state, the relative weight of 
the Π component decreases from 99.9 to 89.5% as J increases from 1 to 8. It is 
therefore more strongly coupled than the lower Π state, with three closer states, 
namely Σa (j=1,k=1) (not shown in Fig. 1) and Δs/a(j=2,k=2), which are 4.05 and 3.194 
cm-1 lower in energy, respectively and Δs/a(j=2,k=1), which is 2.247 cm-1 higher 
(Figure 1). The contribution of Σ and Δ states coupled to Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)  is almost 
equal. It is not surprising that Coriolis coupling is stronger in this Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) 
state, due to the presence of three states closer in energy. The lowest Πs/a,upper 
(j=1,k=1) state lies even closer to the Δs/a(j=2,k=2) state, which implies that Coriolis 
coupling is still stronger. The weight  of the Π component decreases from 99.7 to 
63.4% when J increases from 1 to 8 and the nearby Δs/a(j=2,k=2)←Σs(j=1,k=1) 
transition clearly affects the band contour of the lowest Πs/a,upper (j=1,k=1) 
←Σs(j=1,k=1) transition. Accordingly, the Δs/a(j=2,k=2) state contains a substantial 
amount of  Πs/a,upper (j=1,k=1) character, up to 35% for J = 8. Such a mixing of states 
is confirmed by the good match of the Q(J) ∆←Σ band contour with our observations. 
 Coriolis coupling is expected to be very strong also in the ground states of 
para NH3-Ar, since the coupled state Πs/a(j=1,k=1) is close in energy to the perturbing 
states: it is only 1.51 and 0.76 cm-1 higher than Σs(j=1,k=1) and Σa(j=1,k=1), 
respectively. Figure 7 displays the evolution of the relative weight of Πs/a(j=1,k=1) of  
the lower states Σs(j=1,k=1) and Σa(j=1,k=1) as a function of the rotational quantum 
number J, extracted from our calculations of the VRT wave functions. A nearly linear 
increase of the coupling from 0 (J = 0) to 15.11% (J = 8) for Σs(j=1,k=1), and from 0 to 
19.71% for Σa(j=1,k=1) is observed, directly correlated with a decrease of the relative 
weight of Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1). Hence, the accurate reproduction of the band contour 
pattern of most of observed transitions by our ab initio calculations allows us to claim 
that the unequal rovibrational spacings observed are mainly due to strong Coriolis 
coupling in the ground states for the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)← Σa(j=1,k=1) transition, and in 
both ground and excited states for the Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) transition.  
 Finally, Coriolis coupling contributes to the complexity of the assignment of 
rovibrational lines in both regions 969.5-972.5 cm-1 and 973.2-976.6 cm-1 since the 
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transitions Δs/a(j=2,k=2)←Σs(j=1,k=1) and Δs/a(j=2,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1), are allowed by 
mixing of the Δs/a(j=2,k=2) and Δs/a(j=2,k=1) states with the two Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) 
states. Our ab initio calculations predict that the Q branch of the weak 
Δs/a(j=2,k=1)←Σs(j=1,k=1) transition is expected to lie at about 975 cm-1.  
  
Conclusion 
 
 The tunable infrared laser spectrometer recently developed at MONARIS has 
been exploited to probe the rarely investigated ν2 umbrella mode region of the NH3-
Ar van der Waals complex in a pulsed supersonic jet expansion. Our rovibrational 
study was guided by sub-MHz microwave-infrared double resonance experiments13 
and by calculations of the VRT levels based on a 4D potential energy surface from ab 
initio calculations that includes explicitly the umbrella inversion motion12.  
 Two bands in ortho-NH3-Ar and three bands in para-NH3-Ar were 
unambiguously assigned in the 936-975 cm-1 region on the basis of a rovibrational 
analysis for the ortho ones, and by comparison with our ab initio calculated VRT 
levels and transitions for the para bands. The ab initio results for both the ortho and 
para species turn out to be very predictive in terms of band centers, upper state 
rotational constants, and relative weight of Coriolis couplings in the ground and 
excited ν2 states. Moreover, the values of the tunneling frequencies derived from the 
calculated VRT states agree with the experimental values measured in the ν2 state 
within an error not larger than 1.4 %. 
 As already highlighted in recent studies combining spectroscopy with high level ab 
initio calculations38,39, the present study demonstrates once again the interest to compare 
spectroscopic measurements and theoretical predictions based on ab initio 
calculated PESs in order to improve the understanding of weak interactions: the 
computation of multi-dimensional PESs and VRT spectra based on these potentials 
helps to unravel the rovibrational spectra of VdW complexes showing a rich internal 
dynamics, while a wealth of reliable spectroscopic data is needed to check and 
possibly improve the accuracy of a PES and to make it fully predictive. In the near 
future, other NH3-containing complexes could be investigated in the ν2 umbrella 
mode region with the same set-up to probe the asymmetry of the intermolecular PES 
with respect to the umbrella inversion motion. 
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Figure 1: Lowest internal rotor energy levels in both v2=0 and v2=1 states of the ν2 umbrella 
mode of NH3-Ar. The five mid-infrared transitions observed are represented by bold type 
arrows. The energies reported for ortho transitions correspond to band centers derived from 
the fitting of rovibrational band contours. The energies reported for para transitions 
correspond to frequencies of Q(0) lines extrapolated from the rovibrationally resolved 
distribution of the Q branch. The NH3-Ar states involved in this study are labeled by Σ(j,k), 
Π(j,k), ∆(j,k) where Σ, Π, ∆ …denote the projection of the total rotational angular momentum 
J on the vdW bond axis, while j and k give the correlation between the internal-rotor state of 
the complex and the j,k rotational states of the free NH3 monomer. Other NH3-Ar states which 
are Coriolis coupled to the initial and final states of the observed transitions are written in 
italics. The energy difference of 12.45 cm-1 between the lowest ortho and para states 
corresponds to the difference between the calculated zero-point levels of ortho NH3-Ar (-
94.22 cm-1) and para NH3-Ar (-81.77 cm-1).12  Ground state para energies are given  by Zwart 
et al.8 The relative energies of the para ν2 levels are derived from our ab initio calculated 
VRT levels. In the 938 cm-1 region, they are defined with respect to the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1) 
state. In the 970-974 cm-1 region, they are defined with respect to the highest 
Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) state. As discussed in the text, there are two Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1) states 
with the same symmetry and the same approximate quantum numbers, but different 
in energy and with different umbrella inversion wave functions.
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Figure 2:  Jet-cooled laser spectrum of the transition Πs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j=0,k=0)  in ortho NH3-
Ar (a) compared to the PGOPHER fit of 25 rotational lines, 18 P(J) and R(J) lines from the 
present study and 7 Q(J) lines from Fraser et al.13 (b). The lines marked by an asterisk are 
from the NH3 monomer. 
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Figure 3:  Jet-cooled laser spectrum of the transition Σs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) in ortho NH3-Ar 
(a) compared to the PGOPHER fit of 23 rotational lines observed in the present study (b). 
The lines marked by an asterisk are from NH3 monomer. 
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 Figure 4:  Jet-cooled laser spectrum of the transition Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)← Σa(j=1,k=1) in para 
NH3-Ar (a) compared to the theoretical spectrum of the same transition at a rotational 
temperature of 3K generated with our VRT levels and transition line strengths. (b) For the 
sake of comparison between the spectra, the Q branch has been shifted by -0.12 cm-1, the P 
and R branches by +0.02 cm-1 in the theoretical spectrum. The final state of the Q branch 
transition is Πs (opposite parity with respect to Σa), while that of the P and R branches is Πa 
(the same parity as Σa). 
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Figure 5:  Jet-cooled laser spectrum of the highest transition Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) 
in para NH3-Ar (a) compared to the theoretical spectrum of the same transition at a rotational 
temperature of 3 K generated with our VRT levels and transition line strengths. (b) For the 
sake of comparison between the spectra, the theoretical spectrum has been shifted by +0.38 
cm-1. The final state of the Q branch transition is Πa (opposite parity with respect to Σs), while 
that one of the P and R branches is Πs (the same parity as Σs). 
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Figure 6: Jet-cooled laser spectrum of the lowest Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) transition in 
para NH3-Ar.The final state of the Q branch transition is Πa (opposite parity with respect to 
Σs), while that of the P and R branches is Πs (the same parity as Σs). The very intense band 
at 971.88203 cm-1 is the R(1,1) line of NH3 monomer. 
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Figure 7:  Relative weights of the Σs(j=1,k=1) (*) and  Σa(j=1,k=1) (o) components in the 
Πs/a(j=1,k=1) ground state of para NH3-Ar. 
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Transition Πs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j=0,k=0) Σs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) 
 Experimental Calculated Experimental Calculated 

P(1) 
P(2) 
P(3) 
P(4) 
P(5) 
P(6) 
P(7) 
P(8) 
P(9) 

  P(10) 
R(0) 
R(1) 
R(2) 
R(3) 
R(4) 
R(5) 
R(6) 
R(7) 
R(8) 
R(9) 

- 
949.9938 
949.7896 
949.5789 
949.3624 
949.1404 
948.9121 

- 
- 
- 

950.5697 
950.7489 
950.9216 
951.0876 
951.2475 
951.4007 
951.5476 
951.6878 

- 
- 

- 
949.956 
949.754 
949.547 
949.335 
949.117 
948.894 

- 
- 
- 

950.528 
950.707 
950.880 
951.048 
951.210 
951.366 
951.516 
951.660 

- 
- 

960.5416 
960.3530 
960.1673 
959.9850 
959.8056 
959.6296 
959.4570 
959.2873 
959.1212 
958.9574 
960.9287 
961.1267 
961.3273 
961.5310 
961.7369 
961.9456 
962.1562 
962.3689 
962.5831 
962.7992 

961.285 
961.096 
960.910 
960.726 
960.545 
960.364 
960.187 
960.012 
959.840 
959.668 
961.668 
961.863 
962.059 
962.258 
962.457 
962.659 
962.861 
963.065 
963.269 
963.475 

 
Table 1 Experimental and ab initio calculated frequencies of  observed transitions (in cm-1) 
for the Πs(j=1,k=0)←Σa(j=0,k=0) and Σs(j=1,k=0)←Σa(j,k=0) bands of ortho NH3-Ar 
complexes. 
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Transition  Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)← Σa(j=1,k=1)  Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)← Σs(j=1,k=1) 

 Experimental  Calculated  Experimental  Calculated  Experimental  Calculated  
P(2)  
P(3)  
P(4)  
P(5)  
P(6)  
P(7)  
Q(1)  
Q(2)  
Q(3)  
Q(4)  
Q(5)  
Q(6)  
Q(7)  
Q(8)  
R(0)  
R(1)  
R(2)  
R(3)  
R(4)  
R(5)  
R(6)  

937.4678  
937.3582  
937.2592  
937.1658  
937.0770  
936.9882  
937.7294  
937.7967  
937.8841  
937.9998  
938.1371  
938.2911  
938.4576  
938.6356  
937.9391  
938.1652  
938.4191  
938.6896  
938.9709  
939.2555 

-  

937.496  
937.361  
937.238  
937.126  
937.020  
936.920  
937.847  
937.909  
937.999  
938.111  
938.244  
938.393  
938.557  
938.734  
938.004  
938.213  
938.441  
938.684  
938.938  
939.202 

-  

974.1255  
973.9862  
973.8573  
973.7332  
973.6127  
973.4949  
974.4658  
974.5048  
974.5594  
974.6250  
974.6998  
974.7808  
974.8658  
974.9533  
974.6304  
974.8362  
975.0561  
975.2893  
975.5321  
975.7803  
976.0490  

973.741  
973.602  
973.478  
973.367  
973.268  
973.180  
974.088  
974.124  
974.177  
974.245  
974.325  
974.419  
974.521  
974.634  
974.261  
974.471  
974.699  
974.944  
975.203  
975.476  
975.760  

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

970.4858  
970.5501  
970.6406  
970.7514 
970.8790 
971.0173 

- 
- 

970.6029 
970.9757 
971.2413 
971.5181 
971.8019 
972.0899 
972.3789  

970.257 
970.056  
969.868  
969.695  
969.538 
969.393 
970.602  
970.571  
970.546  
970.525 
970.507 
970.488 
970.464 
970.432 
970.777 
970.925 
971.089 
971.272 
971.472 
971.689 
971.918  

 
Table 2: Experimental and ab initio calculated frequencies of observed transitions (in cm-1) 
for the Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)←Σa(j=1,k=1) and for both Πs/a,upper(j=1,k=1)←Σs(j=1,k=1) bands of 
para NH3-Ar complexes. 
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   Σa(j=0,k=0)                        Πs (j=1,k=0)  

       This work              Fraser et al. 
      Calculated  

        Σs (j=1,k=0)  
         This work 
         Calculated 

ν0 (cm-1) 
 

 950.38396(7) 
950.342(3) 

950.38769(3) 960.73361(5) 
961.475(3) 

B’’(B’) (MHz) 2876.84901(79) 2826.06(43) 
2837.6(84) 

2826.9116(93) 2922.83(5) 
2913.0(80) 

DJ’’(DJ’) (MHz) 0.088695(98) 0.07276(52) 
0.18(11) 

0.07815(19) 0.11470(33) 
0.22(12) 

q’(MHz)  88.46(81) 
81.5(88) 

90.928(12)  

Number of lines  19 18 23 

RMS error (MHz)  4.3 0.25 5.0 

 
 
Table 3: Molecular parameters for the transitions v2=1←0 Πs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) and 
Σs(j=1,k=0)← Σa(j,k=0) of ortho NH3-Ar. The molecular parameters of the Σa(j,k=0) state are 
given by Nelson et al.4  For the Πs(j=1,k=0) state, the molecular parameters reported in the 
column “this work” are obtained from a line list composed of 18 P(J) and R(J) rotational lines 
observed by direct absorption spectroscopy (this work) supplemented with 7 Q(J) lines 
observed using saturated absorption spectroscopy by Fraser et al.13 This set of parameters is 
compared to that obtained by Fraser et al.13 with a resolution twenty times better. The 
parameters “calculated” are from fits to the VRT levels calculated for J values up to 10. 
  
 
 
 

Transition ν0  (cm-1) exp ν0  (cm-1) calc 
Πs(j=1,k=0)←Σa(j=0,k=0) 
Σs(j=1,k=0)←Σa(j,k=0) 

Πs/a,lower(j=1,k=1)←Σa(j=1,k=1) 

Π s/a,upper(j=1,k=1)←Σs(j=1,k=1) 
Π s/a,upper(j=1,k=1)←Σs(j=1,k=1) 

950.38396(7) 
960.73361(3) 

 

937.6621* 
970.4220* 
974.4268* 

 

950.342(5) 
961.475(3) 

 

937.7821* 
970.6340* 
974.0468* 

 
 
Table 4: Experimental and calculated band origins of the observed bands. The asterisk * 
marks the band origins of para bands corresponding to the extrapolated Q(0) rotational line. 
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